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TMC Recommended Practices  
 

Delivering the value of RPs at the point  
of need – only through TruckSeries  

For five decades, the ATA’s Technology & 
Maintenance Council (TMC) has provided 
unparalleled technology and maintenance guidance 
to the commercial trucking industry through its 
Recommended Practices (RP) manuals.

Today, this comprehensive resource 
includes over 500 voluntary technical 
standards covering maintenance, testing 
and specifications for a full range of vehicle 
systems, including electrical, tire  
& wheel, engines, chassis and brake systems.

Now available in TruckSeries! 
NEW! For the first time, truck repair shops 
can instantly access the information they 
need through Mitchell 1’s TruckSeries 
diagnostic and repair software suite. The 
content was merged into TruckSeries under a 
licensing agreement with TMC. 
 
Through a single log-in TruckSeries, 
technicians can access all the information they need to diagnose and complete repairs for any year and make 
of medium- and heavy-duty trucks. Users can quickly identify and reference the appropriate RPs for any given 
job via the program’s 1Search Plus card-based format or through the Service Manual view. Once a vehicle 
is selected in TruckSeries and a component is identified, the 1Search Plus view will include an index card for 
“Recommended Practices,” which lists RP’s that are associated with the vehicle and component.

	X Makes it easier than ever for technicians to find specific information with a single search. 
	X Improves shop efficiency and productivity: That’s what Mitchell 1 is all about!  
	X Facilitates a broader adoption of industry best practices to help ensure accurate, quality repairs. 

About TruckSeries

The TruckSeries suite of software for the medium and heavy-duty trucking segments helps service 
professionals estimate labor times, diagnose and repair all makes of Class 4 through 8 trucks. This all-in-one 
online solution delivers comprehensive information for every stage of the repair process, including intelligent 
diagnostics, accurate mechanical labor times, and tools like color wiring diagrams, digital photographs, testing 
steps and connector views.

Major benefits of online accessibility:

For more information: 
Call us: 888-724-6742 | Visit us: mitchell1.com 
Or find your local Mitchell 1 sales representative: mitchellrep.com
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